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1. INTRODUCTION

j 1.1 ~Ob ecrivas

The main objective of this letter report is to summarize the results, to
date, of reviewing the unavailability analysis of the Auxiliary Feedwater
System (ASS) in a recently updated version prepared for the DCPRA. The

updated version was made by PG&E after a BNL/NRC/PG&E meeting held in
Rockville, Maryland on September 12-15, 1988, where preliminary findings of
this system's review~ were presented. All findings and insights listed in the
present report reflect BNL's current understanding of the PG&E analysis and as

such must be considered interim results. Final results for this analysis will
be provided in the NUREG/CR document to be issued at the end of the project and
will reflect, at that time, any additional supporting input submitted by PG&E

as well as any direct feedback on these findings.

1.2 Or anization of the Re ort

* Section 2 provides a brief desciiption of the functions and system
configuration, the dependency on support systems, the -surveillance and
maintenance conditions, the unavailability modelling of the AFW system in the
DCPRA, and the updated results~ obtained. The purpose of this approach is to
present to the reader stand alone documentation to which the review findings
(presented in Section 3) can be directly compared: Section 3 contains the
results of the BNL review and presents the current findings.

For completeness, the ranked cut sets of hardware unavailabilities (both
independent and tot'al) obtained by BNL for certain top event split fractions
are given in Appendix A.
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2. UNAVAILABILITYMODELLING OF TME AUXILIARYFEEDWATER SYSTEM

2.1 Functions S stem Descri tion Confi uration

The Auxiliary Feedwater System is an alternate to the Main Feedwater

System (MFWS) when the MFWS is not available to provide heat removal capability
on the secon'dary side of the Reactor Coolant System. It is designed to cool
the reactor core safely after a reactor trip ~ It would also be used in the
event of an ATWS. The AFWS is also operated'or all startup, shutdown and.hot
standby conditions.

The Diablo Canyon Unit 1 AFWS consists of two motor-driven (MDP) and one

turbine-driven (TDP) pumps, their associated trains which feed into four
feedwater lines (downstream of the four feedwater isolation valves), and a

preferred water supply from the Condensate Storage Tank. The flow goes to the
four steam generators, where it is heated to steam. The RCS heat is removed by
dumping the steam via the 40% dump valves to the condenser (if it is available)
or vented to the atmosphere by the 10% dump valves and/or (if the initial
pressure spike is high) by the safety valves. Each of the motor-driven pumps

can feed two steam generators while the turbine-driven pump can feed all four
steam generators.

The system configuration is shown in Figure 2.1. The figure shows the Raw

Water Reservoir and the pathway to the Fire Water Tank as alternate water
sources. In addition, it indicates the steam lines from steam generators 2 and

3 back to the turbine of the TDP.

The preferred mode of operation is using the two MDPs for startup and

shutdown but only the TDP can operate if ac power is lost. Upon demand, the
TDP starts automatically together with the MDPs. If the MDPs start
successfully, the operator shuts off'he TDP in order to restart it again if
later there were MDP failures.
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2.2 To Fvent Definition Success Criteria

Associated with the unavailability of the FW functions, the DCPRA defines
two top events to be used in the main event trees. The designators of these
top events are: AW and TD. The top event AW includes the two MDP and the TDP

trains, the water supply and steam rejection (via 10% steam dump or steam
generator safety valves) paths. Top event TD includes the TDP, the water
supply and the steam rejection paths. It is used only in the quantification of
seismic event trees, when the 4kV load breakers are locked out due to relay
chatter and consequently the MDPs are unavailable. The definitions of the top
event's are given in Table 2.1. The AFW is assumed to be in standby mode prior
to an initiating event."

The success criteria for the unavailability modelling of both top events,
AW and TD are also described in Table 2.1. They relate to the specific
boundary condition represented by each of the support 'systems being available
after a reactor trip. Notice, if the reactor does not trip the success
criterion for top event AW is more strict (see as "high power" requirement).
The success criteria for all the boundary conditions can be found in Chapter
E.2 of the DCPRA). For completeness, the success criteria, the LOCA and test
requirements given in the DCFSAR and DC Technical Specifications are also
listed in the table.

One can see the top event success criteria cover well those of the
DCFSAR'or

all initiating events.

2.3 Lo ic Models De endencies on Su ort S stems

The logic model of the top events AW and TD shown in Figure 2.2 describes
the logic relationships among the supercomponents defined by areas designated
with broken lines in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.2 indicates also the dependencies on
trains or supercomponents of relevant support systems whose unavailabilit'ies
are playing role in the definition0 of the top event boundary conditions.
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2.4 Bounda Conditions of To Events

Top event AW was evaluated for 13 boundary conditions, depending on the
initiator, the reactor power level, and the unavailabilities of certain support
system trains or certain AFW supercomponents. Top event TD was evaluated for
three boundary conditions. The quantified split fraction values are identical
to those of top event AW under similar boundary conditions.

The detailed list of the boundary conditions is given in Table 2.2.

2.5 uantification of To Event S lit Fractions

The methodology of systems analysis applied in the DCPRA requires that the
top event "split fraction" (associated with a system under a given boundary
condition) should reflect the notion that the system (or its portion) in
question is in one of the following mutually exclusive alignments: 1) normal
alignment, 2) testing alignment, 3) maintenance alignment, or 4) misalignment.
Thus, the contribution to the system unavailability from a specific alignment
is determined by the conditional system unavailability, given that the system
is in that alignment multiplied by the fraction of time that the system spends
in that alignment. That is the way that the DCPRA considers the constraints
imposed by Technical Specifications which disallow simultaneous maintenance or
test activities on redundant components and the human errors causing the system
or its components (usually occurring after these activities) to be inoperable.

Table 2.3 lists the values of the AW and TD split fractions associated
with the various boundary conditions quantified by PG&E. The table presents
the total unavailabilities (TTL), along with the main contributors to the total
unavailabilities, such as hardware (HW), maintenance (MN), test (TS), and human
error (HE). At a given boundary condition the hardware contribution relates to
the normal alignment, when no test or maintenance activities are being
performed. To provide complete information, the table also indicates the two
constituent parts of the hardware contribution to the unavailability: the
independent (HWI) and the dependent (HWD, i.e., common cause) failures of the
supercomponents.
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differences between the

values. The BNL review
calculated "low" and "high power" split fraction
focused on the "low power" case.

The DCPRA used two sets of fault trees to distinguish between the "low
power" and "high power" success criteria. This explains the marked

The DCPRA unavailability model assumes, that only the 10% steam-dump

valves and backup safety relief valves are viable steam relief paths, i.e., the
model considers that the condenser and hence the 40% dump valves are
unavailable. (If the 40% steam valves are available, they are the preferred
steam dump paths to the condenser. However, they will not be available if the
condenser is unavailable or Main Steam Line Isolation occurs.') It further
assumes that the use of the Raw Water Reservoir as a water source requires
operator action (open valves FCV-436 and FCV-437) upon the failure of the CST.

The human error probability was taken to be unity thus having only CST failure
as part of the hardware unavailability. (In the BNL audit calculations, the
human error contribution was explicitly treated as a part of the total human

error, HE.) The model considers that the system starts automatically and the
flow is automatically controlled by level control valves at the discharge side

/
of the MDP. Operators manually control the flow from the TDP and shut it down-
if the flow is sufficient from the MDPs.

In the quantification, common cause failures were used:

a. between the MDPs (not between the TDP and MDPs),

b. between check valves in parallel lines (e.g., inlet lines to the TDP),
c. between the four 10% steam dump valves, and

d. between the safety relief valves on a single steam generator. (Failure
of the steam generator relief valves to reclose was evaluated if the
10%, steam dump valve failed. 20 open/shut cycles were assumed to
calculate the conditional probability of reclosure failure.)

Different block failure rates were applied for the "P-blocks" (i.e.,
blocks N, 0, P & Q in Figure 2.1) in quantifying split fractions depending on
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the boundary conditions (i.e., whether they included the unavailability of
suppcrt to the 10% steam dump valves or not).

.Unscheduled maintenance was modelled for the TDP and MDPs. Maintenance of
the 10'team dump valves was included in the rate of "valve failure to open

given a demand" failure mode.

The recirculation tests for the TDP and MDPs were included in the
unavailability model, because they require isolation of certain,AFWS
components.

Human errors were considered in restoring these 'components to their
operable conditions. Those were modelled as failure events disabling the AFWS

between tests. Human errors in accessing the Raw Mater Reservoir was discussed
above.
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3. RESULTS OF TllE BNL REVIEW

3.1 General

A thorough review of the top event logic diagrams and the corresponding
fault trees related to the "low pressure" boundary conditions was performed by
BNL (the fault trees are not reproduced here, they can be found in Chapter E.2
of the DCPRA). The fault trees associated with the "high pressure" boundary
conditions were not reviewed. The reason for this is that the high pressure
boundary conditions appear only in the ATWS event tree and the contributions of
the ATWS sequences to the total core damage frequency are negligible. The

review is based, as was mentioned in the introduction, on a revised version~ of
the original submittal.z

3.2 Lo ic Dig rams Fault Trees

The unavailability model of the AFWS represents one of the systems in the
DCPRA which have been analyzed in the most detailed way. It serves as a

"showcase" for demonstrating the application of a new approach of system
analysis suggested by Fleming, Hosleh and Deremer, in .Reference 5. These

authors analyzed, as an example, a three train auxiliary feedwater system,
L

similar to that at the Diablo Canyon plant and provided guidelines for
application of the new approach. As part of the review process, BNL checked
whether the model developed in the DCPRA is consistent with the guidelines
described in that paper. The review found that the independent failure modes

of each supercomponent involved in the logic diagrams have been determined
correctly and the associated (independent) fault trees adequately represent the
failure conditions of the AFWS.

In the treatment of the common cause failures (dependent fault trees),
however, the review identified some inconsistencies with the recommendations
given in Reference 5. Reference 5 states:

"An important characteristic of this system (AFWS) is that,
although diversity is employed in pump drivers, all three
mechanical pumps are identical."
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Consequently, in the example analysis common cause failures were applied for
the pumps failing all the three AFWS trains, dominating the system
unavailability.

In the DCPRA there is no common cause failure modelled between all the
AFWS pumps. The DCPRA assumes common cause failures only for the two motor

pumps. Similarly, it assumes common cause failures between check valves and

MOVs belonging only to the trains containing similar motor drivers, i.e., to
the motor trains or to the turbine train. This treatment results in complete
independence between the motor trains and turbine train. As a result it
provides, e.g., in the case of the boundary condition when the low power
success criterion is used and all support systems are available an

unavailability value of AW1(PL&G) = 3.73-5/demand. This result is somewhat

surprising in that if it is compared with the value given in the conclusion of
Reference 5, and taking into account that essentially the same organization was

responsible for both values:
"The three-train AFWS analyzed in this paper (Reference 5) is a rather
typical configuration found in several existing U.S. power plants. The

system was analyzed using U.S. industry-wide experience data that were
screened for applicability to a specific plant.'s design. The results
indicate that a realistic failure frequency with all support systems
available is about 1x10 ~/demand. The result is corroborated by three
different parametric models: the Basic Parameter, Multiple Greek

Letter, and Binomial Failure Rate (with lethal shocks) models."
The difference between the above mentioned unavailability values does not arise
from the failure rates used in the calculations because the failure rates
applied in both cases (DCPRA and Reference 5) were found to be rather close;
the data source was, in both cases, the data base developed by PL&G.

The omission of potential common cause failures between the motor trains
and the turbine train appears to result in an underestimation of the split
fractions for the "low pressure" cases. If this is truly the case, then it
would result in even greater underestimation for boundary conditions when the
"high pressure" success criterion is used.
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3.3 Audit Calculations for To Fvent S lit Fractions "Low Pressure"

In order to scrutinize the quantified values of split fractions AW and TDt
(associated with the "low pressure" case) given in the DCPRA, audit
calculations were performed at BNL for each of these split fractions. The

requantification was done by using the SETS code and by PC software developed
at BNL. The use of the SETS code allowed the identification of the most
important cut sets contributing to the hardware unavailabilities. These cut
sets are inaccessible for direct review in the DCPRA. Appendix A lists the
ranked cut sets for selected boundary conditions. The definitions of the basic
events appearing in the cutsets are identical to those given in Chapter E.2 of
the DCPRA. In the audit calculations practically the same input data,
maintenance frequency and duration, and human factors were applied which were
used in the DCPRA (see columns "PG&E" and "BNL1" in Tables 2.4 and 2.5). The

obtained split fraction values for various boundary conditions are presented in
Table 2.3, denoted by "BNL1" to be compared with the values quoted from the
DCPRA, and denoted by "PG&E" in Table 2.3. Table 2 ' also contains the
definitions of certain quantities as used in the audit calculations to make

clear the meaning of these quantities under different boundary conditions, even
if their notations sometimes are the same.

The BNL audit calculations have resulted in the following comments:

1. There is an apparent non-coherent condition in the AFW model (see also
Comment No.l in Table 2.3). A comparison of split fractions AW5 and
AW8 (as calculated by PG&E) shows that AW5 (HW, HWI, HWD inclusive) has
a higher unavailability than AW8, in spite of the fact that AW5

involves less unavailable components than AW8. In the BNL calculations
this inconsistency does not show up.

2. In several cases there are some major or minor differences between the
results of PG&E and BNL1. Root causes of these differences are not

:known.

i
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3.4 Sensitivit Calculations for S lit Fractions b Usin Different Set of
Data

The methodology of the DCPRA puts an emphasis to t'e application of data
appropriately selected for the conditions of the Diablo Canyon plant and

updated according to the Diablo Canyon experience.

It was therefore of interest to see the sensitivity of the split fraction
h

values (and through this the methodology of the systems analysis in the DCPRA)

when one simply uses the numerical parameters from other data bases.

For this purpose the data bases given in the Seabrook and Millstone PRAs

were used. From these data bases numerical parameters, appropriately selected
for the AFWS unavailability analysis were taken. (If the data bases did not
contain a given parameter, the DCPRA value was applied.) Tables 2.4 and 2.5
list the failure modes and components involved in the AFWS unavailability model

together with the numerical parameters selected from above data bases (see "

Column "BNL2"). For comparison, those numerical parameters which were used in
the original analysis and in the BNL audit calculations are also presented (see
Columns "PL&G" and "BNL1").

The split fraction values obtained by the sensitivity study are shown in
Table 2.3 (denoted by "BNL2"). By comparing the "BNL2" values with those of
"BNL1", one observes that except for the boundary 'condition AW1, there is a

rough agreement between them. This result shows that the majority of 'the

split fractions were not that sensitive to the use of a reasonable generic data
source.

3.5 Conclusions

The BNL review identified the following items as requiring resolution for
completion of the review:

1. Should common cause failures have been modelled between the turbine and
two motor driven pump trains?
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2. any is there an apparent non-coherence between support states AM5 and

AV,S>

3. Vhat is the reason for the lack of agreement between BNL (BNL1) and

PG&E calculations as listed in Table 2.3 given that BNL used the DCPRA

model and data?

Sensitivity calculations showed that the majority of split fractions would
not be seriously influenced if instead of plant-specific data, generic type
numerical parameters had been used in the fault tree quantification of the
Diablo Canyon standby safety systems.
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Figure 2.2 Logic diagram for top events AW and TD
- Auxiliary Feedwater System.
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Table 2.1
Top Event Definitions and Success Criteria~

Auxiliary Feedwater System,

Top
Event

Designator Top Event Definition Top Event Success Criteria
Successful star" and run~~ of
the auxiliary feedwater system
and steam rejection path
through either the 10% dump
valves or steam generator
safety relief valves.
Successful reclosure of all
steam rejection valves is also
included.

If reactor trip succeeds, the flow
equivalent of at least one (of
three) auxiliary feedwater pumps
must flow through at least one
steam generator and be rejected
through the 10% steam dump valves
of the'afety relief valves ("Low
Power" Requirements).

If the reactor does not trip, the
flow equivalent of all three
auxiliary feedwater pumps through
at least two steam generators is
assumed to be required ("High
Power" Requirements).

i

Successful start and run of the
turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump, flow path, and
steam rejection path with
successful reclosure of steam
rejection valves.

The flow equivalent of a motor-
driven auxiliary feedwater pump
must flow through at least one
steam generator and be rejected
through the 10% steam dump or
safety relief valves ("Low Power"
Requirements).

*The top event success criteria described in this table relate to the
condition when all support systems are available.
**24 hours of continuous operation is used as the length of time for success.

FSAR Success Criteria

1. FSAR 6.5.1.1: The AFW system must function under the following conditions:

la. Loss of main feedwater with offsite power available.
lb. Loss of main feedwater without offsite power available.
2a. Feedwater pipe rupture.
2b. Secondary steamline pipe rupture.
3:. Loss of all ac power (station blackout).
4. Loss of coolant accident.
5. Cool down.

It is noted in FSAR 6.5.1.1.4 that LOCAs do not impose any AFW flow
requirements in excess of those of other initiating event types.
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Table 2.1 (Continued)

2. FSAR Table 6.5-1: For loss of main feedwater during station blackout, the
criteria is that the reactor coolant system pressure not exceed, the'esign
pressure. A note on this table indicates that flow to a single SG is
sufficient. For all other accident types the pressure requirement is the.
same, but there are also the requirements of 10CFR100 dose limits (secondary
steamline rupture, feedline rupture, and LOCA) and 10CFR50 PCT limits.

LCOs: Tech. Spec. 3.7.1.2: At least three AFWS pumps shall be operable with
the HDPs fed off separate vital buses and the one TDP powered by an operable
steam supply system. If. one AFWS pump inoperable: restore within 72 hours or
be in at least hot standby within six hours and hot shutdown within the
following six hours. If two AFWS pumps inoperable: be in at least hot standby
within six hours and hot shutdown within the following six hours. If three
AFWS pumps inoperable: immediate operator action to restore at least one AFWS
pump to operable status as soon as possible.

Tests:

1. Each AFWS pump is tested at least'nce per 31 days.
2. Non-automatic non-secured values are checked for correct position once every

31 days.
3. AFWS pumps and valves are to be tested via an auxiliary feedwater activation

signal at least once per 18 months.
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Table 2.2
Boundary Conditions for AFWS Top Events

1

1. Top Event AW

available. TDP or both MD

13. AWF, guaranteed failure.

, 2. Top Event TD (Seismic Events):

1. AW1, all support system available, low power*.
2. AV2, all support system available, high power~*.
3. AW3, support for one MDP unavailable, low power.
4. AV4, support for two MDPs unavailable, low power.
5. AW5, support for all (4) 10% steam dump (air operated) valves

unavailable, low power.
6. AW6, support for all (4) 10% steam dump (air operated) valves

unavailable, high power.
7. AW7, support for all (4) 10%) steam dump (air operated) valves and to

TDP unavailable. low power.
8. AW8, support for all (4) 10% steam dump (air operated) valves and to one

MDP unavailable, low power.
9. AW9, support for all (4) 10% steam dump (air operated) valves and to two

MDPs unavailable, low power.
10. AWA, support for. all (4) 10% steam dump (air operated) valves and to (1

HDP + TDP) unavailable, low power.
11. AWB, one steam generator depressurizes. Loss of TDP and the HDP due to

failure to isolate faulted SG. All other support system available, low
power.

12. AWC, ATWS with turbine trip, TT, successful. All other support system
Ps feeding two SGs required.

1. TD1, support for two MDPs unavailable, low power.
2. TD2, support for all (4) 10% steam dump (air operated) valves and to two

MDPs unavailable.
3. TDF, guaranteed failure.

~Low power; success criterion; 1 AFP to 1SG.
**High power; success criterion; 3 AFPs to 2 SGs.
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Table 2.3
Unavailability Values (Split Fractions) for the

Auxiliary Feedwater System Function
Top Events: AW, TD

Top
Event Case Gale. TTL HW HWI HWD HN TS HE

Comment

AW AW1 PG&E 3.727"5 2.606-5
BNL1 4.113-5 1.578-5
BNL2 1.402-4 1.047-4

1.420-5
6.591-7
1.610-6

1.187-5
1.512-5
1.031-4

1.543-6
1.679-6
4.917-6

7.016-6 2.650-6
7.436-6 1.623-5
5.521-6 2.509-5

AW2 PG&E 1.174-1 5.732-2
BNL1
BNL2

5.715-2 1.730-4 8.332-3 3.780-2 1.396-2

AW3 PG&E 1.239-3 1.805-4
BNL1 1.492-3 2.107-4
BNL2 1.128-3 4.580-4

AW4 PG&E 7.250-2 5.108-2
TD1 BNL1 8.413-2 6.273-2

BNL2 7.521-2 6.314-2

1.677-4
1.948-4
3.010-4

5.107-2
6.272-2
6.280-2

1.273-5
1.594-5
1.570-4

1.384-5
1.500-5
3.400-4

1.509-4
1.833-4
1.916-4

2.777-3
2.778-3
2.778-3

6.542-4 2.531-4
7 '40-4 3.242-4
1.378-4 3.410-4

1.399-2 4.655-3
1.390-2 4.723-3
4.577-3 4.717-3

AW5 PG&E 3.296-2 3'.249-2
BNL1 4.934-3 4.061-3
BNL2 5.799-3 5.270-3

AW6 PG&E 2.005-1 1.519-1
BNL1
BNL2

3.247-2
4.040-3
5.081-3

2.195-5
2.100-5
1.890-4

1.128-4
1.237-4
1.496-4

5.562-4 2.120-4 1

5.160-4 2.231-4
1.126-4 2.699-4

1.512-1 1.747-4 8:332-3 3.592-2
1.419-2'W7

PG&E 3.499-2 3.282-5
BNL1 7.011-3 4.492-3
BNL2 7.866-3 6.460-3

5 '20-4
4.323-3
5.570-3

3.229-2
1.690-4
8.900-4

4.357-4
3.662-4
4.206-4

1.798-3 7.803-4
1.531-3 6.344-4
2.664-4 7.284-4

AW8 PG&E 7.996-3 3.900-3
BNL1 2.384-2 2.002-2
BNL2 2.586-2 2.370-2

1.704-4
2.000-2
2.350-2

3.730-5
2.000-5
2.000-4

5.581-4
5.317-4
5.800-4

2.552-4 9.883-4 1

2.374-3 9.150-4
5.807-4 9.981-4

AW9

TD2
PG&E 1.410-1 1.225-1
BNL1 1.441-1 1.255-1
BNL2 1.372-1 1.331-1

5.095-2
1.255-1
1.328-1

7.156-2 2.777-3 1.377-2 4.731-3
3.810-6 2.778-3 1.390-2 4.723-3
3.000-4 2.778-3 4.577-3 4.716-3

AWA PG&E 9.585-2 7.843-2
BNLl 8.803-2 6.592-2
BNL2 8.440-2 7.570-2

3.220-3
6.575-2
7.460-2

7 '22-2
1.700-4
1.100-3

2.777-3
2.778-3
2.778-3

1.152-2 4.731-3
1.161-2 9.433-3
1.760-3 9.417-3

AWB PG&E 2.414-2 4.808-3
BNL1 2.240-2 3.883-3
BNL2 1.509-2 5.840-3

3.054-3
3.104-3
4.790-3

-19-

1.755-3 2.777-3
1.790-4 2.778-3
1.050-3 2.778-3

1.190-2 4.655-3
1.161-2 4.723-3
1.760-3 4.717-3
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Table 2.3 (Continued)

p
vent Case Gale. TTL HW HWI HWD MN TS HE

Comment

AWC PG&E 2.448-2 3.355-4 3.220-4
BNL1
BNL2

1.356-5 3.011-4 1.306-3 5.050-4

AWF PG&E 1.0
TDF BNL1 1. 0

BNL2 1. 0

Notations

TTL = Total unavailability.
HW = Unavailability due to hardware contribution which is the some of independent

failures and common cause failures.
HWI = Unavailability due to independent failures.
HWD = Unavailability due to common cause failures.

TS = Unavailability due to test.
MN = Unavailability due to maintenance.
HE = Unavailability due to human error contribution.

Definition of Various uantities Used in the Calculation

test, maintenance, and human error contributions are calculated for each split
action by using the following quantities (PG&E notations):

1. For AW1

EFT1 = Total hardware unavailability when the TDP is unavailable, all support is
available.

EFT2 = Total hardware unavailability when one MDP is unavailable, all support is
available.

2. For AW3

EFT3 = Total hardware unavailability when two MDPs are unavailable, all suppor"
is available.

EFT4 = Total hardware unavailability when one MDP and the TDP are unavailable,all support is available.

3. For AW5

EFT1 = Total hardware unavailability when the TDP is unavailable, and support to
. all 10% steam dump valves is unavailable.

EFT2 = Total hardware unavailability in case when one MDP is unavailable, and
support to all 10% steam dump valves is unavailable.

4. For AW7

EFT4 = Total hardware unavailability when one MDP and the TDP are unavailable,
and support to all 10% steam dump valves is unavailable.
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Table 2.3 (Continued)

For A'W8

EFT3 = Total hardware unavailability when two MDPs are unavailable, and support
to all 10% steam dump valves is unavailable.

EFT4 = The same as at AW7.

Comments

1. There appears to be an inconsistency between these two split fractions in that the
more degraded support state (AW8) has a lower unavailability than the lesser degraded
support state (AW5).
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e 2.4
Failure Rate Data (Auxiliary Feedwater System)

Designator

ZTPAlfR
ZTPAMS
ZTPATR
ZTPATS
ZTRL1D
ZTRL1R
ZTSC1P
ZTTK1B
S2PAMR
D2PAHR
S2PAMS
D2PAMS

ZTVAOD
ZTVCOD
ZTVCOP
ZTVE1T
ZTVE21
ZTVHOT
ZTVMOD

ZTVMOT
ZTVR10
ZTVR1S
S2RL1D
D2RL1D
S4VAOD
D4VAOD
T4VAOD
G4VAOD
S2VCOD
D2VCOD
S4VCOD
D4VCOD
T4VCOD
G4VCOD
G5VR10

Component and Failure Mode

Motor-Operated.AFW Pump - Fail to Run
Motor-Operated AFW Pump - Fail to Start
Turbine-Driven AFW Pump - Fail to Run
Turbine-Driven AFW Pump - Fail to Start
Relay - Failure to Operate on Demand
Relay - Failure During Operation
Strainer, Other Than Auxiliary Saltwater - Fail During Operation
Storage Tank - Rupture During Operation
1 of 2 Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps Fail to Run
2 of 2 Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps Fail to Run
1 of 2 Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps Fail to Start
2 of 2 Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps Fail to Start
Air-Operated Valve - Fail to Operate on Demand
Check Valve (Other Than Stop) - Fail to Operate on Demand
Check Valve (Other Than Stop) - Transfer Closed/Plugged
Electrohydraulic Valves - Transfer Open/Closed
Turbine Stop/Control Valve -'RFR Closed During Operation
Manual Valve Transfers Closed/Open
Motor-Operated Valve - Fail to Operate on Demand
Motor-Operated Valves Transfer Open/Closed
Primary Safety Valve - Failure to Open on Demand
Primary Safety Valve Failure to Reseat on Demand (Steam)
1 of 2 Relays Fail to Operate on Demand
2 of 2 Relays Fail to Operate on Demand
1 of 4 Air-Operated Valves Fail on Demand
2 of 4 Air-Operated Valves Fail on Demand
3 of 4 Air-Operated Valves Fail on Demand
4 of 10 Air-Operated Valves Fail on Demand
1 of 2 Check Valves Fail on Demand
2 of 2 Check Valves Fail on Demand
1 of 4 Check Valves Fail on Demand
2 of 4 Check Valves Fail on Demand
3 of 4 Check Valves Fail on Demand
4 of 4 Check Valves Fail on Demand
4 or More of 5 Safety Valves Fail to Open

PG&E

2.84-5*
2.18-3
8.67-4
2.88-2
2.41-4
4.20-7
6.22-6
2.66-8
2.86-5*
2.69-7»
2.04-3
1.59-4
6.22-4
1.70-4
1.04-8
2.65-7
2.88-5
3.32-8
1.65-3
2.66-7
3.28-4
2.87-3
2.28-4
1.67-5
5.82-4
1.26-5
1.74-6
1.12-6
1.67-4
1.56-6%
1.67-4
4.57-7~
5.76-8
6.81-8
4.60-8

BNL1

2.86-5
2.18-3
8.67-4
2.88-2
2.41-4
4.20-7
6.22-6
2.66-8
2.84-5
2.69-7
2.04-3
1.59-4
6.22-4
1.70-4
1.04-8
2.65-7
2.88-5
3.32-8
1.65-3
2.66-7
3.28-4
2.87-3
2.28-4
1.67-5
5.82-4
1.26-5
1.74-6
1.12-6
1.67-4
1.56-6
1.67-4
4.57-7
5.76-8
6.81-8

.60-8

BNL2

3.42-5
3.29-3
1.03-3
3.31-2
2.41-4
4.20-7
8.76-6
2.66-8
3.42-5
4.11-6
3.29-3
3.62-4
1.52-3
2.98-4
6.42-7
2.67-7
2.88-5
4.20-8
4.30-3
9.27-8
3.28-4
2.87-3
2.41-4
4.82-5
1.52-3
5.76-5
4.99-5
4.99-5
2.98-4
3.65-5
2.98-4
3.34-5
2.88-5
2.77-5
6.80-4

Comment
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Comments to Table 2.h

1. These values are presumably interchanged.

2. This value seems to be
inappropriate Bayesian
factor for the failure
double failure rate of

too small. The small value might be the result of
updating. In Reference 5, Table 6, e.g., the beta
mode "motor fail to run" is P„z = 0.6 yielding a
1.7x10 s/hr.

3. These values also seem to be too small. The cause might be also due to
inappropriate Bayesian updating.
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Table 2.5
Maintenance Durations, D (hr.) and Maintenance Frequency, F (per year)

Auxiliary Feedwater System

Designator Component PG&E BNL1 BNL2

ZMPAlfD

ZMPATD

ZMVMSD

ZMPAMF

ZMPATF

ZMVMSF

Motor-Driven AFW Pump

Turbine-Driven AFW Pump

Mainsteam Atmospheric Dump Valves

AFW Motor-Driven AFW Pump

AFW Turbine-Driven AFW Pump

Mainsteam Atmospheric Dump Valves

21

17

21

'17

20.9

20.9

55 55 132

5.53-4 5.53-4 8.42-5

1.19-4 1.19-4 2.7-5

8.08-4 8.08-4 2.19-4
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APPFMDIX A

Hardware Unavailability Cutsets for the
Auxiliary Feedwater System (Case: "Low Pressure", "BNL1")

Top Events: AW, TD
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Boundary Condition Designator: A4'1

Lead ng hare-are unavailability cutsets due to independent failures; H'.JI =

1 6 G'-': G:"-< '7 I tl a Qa + ~c

5. 4:.".:1r -<. a "TD ~ ZT:-

Leading hard~are unavailability cutsets due to independent and dependent
failures; HM =

1. G";:; 1E.-05

4. 5:- "7--Gi
ZTA » 02QC +

04<~ +

h. G=":G=-:"7

5. 4-"=;1E-GB

4. 27< 5P-Gg

1. 5. "=bc.-v>

1. 5:"-"6E-Go

Z TA -:a S2Q "„-

ZTD » ZTK

ZTA» Q4C'~"'YZ +

S2BB» T4."'<<PQ +

S2BC» T4f'!>Op +
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Boundary Condition Designator: AW5

Leading hard are unavailability cutsets due to independent and dependent
failures; Hw =

C1 3. 9':. 6E-0'~

4. S '=-E.E-G5

05

54Pt 4 B4~:~ ~~ S4+P i> S4PG +

c'-DC > S4P'8 + 54PO < b4PP +

52) Q 'y 4PQ y S4pp % B4PG +

1 ..21 «'9E'-05 ZTA ~ B2B™ » B4PN ~ 54PQ +

1 2~ '-.9.t.-O

1. 0571E-O~

1. 0=': ™E-0"

S 4. 4 i 6E-Oc

9

l G 6. G=..OE-O7

1 1 6. 0"<OE-v7

2. 76'E-07

13 2. 7~14E-Or~ 7

14 6. O'OE-GB

ZT'' -> B BH v S4. P < B4PG +

ZT* 'a D2Q'

D2~C v B4- g y S4pp +

54PN + S4pi .+ B4PP -:~'4YZ +

54PO - S4=P ~ S4PG ~ B4YW

ZTA ~ S=P,"- + 2PC +

P3 + S<..C + S4PQ + S4PP

ZTA ~ S4piq ~ B4pp w B4PQ ~ S4YX

ZTA -:~ S4p.; + S4>Q + B4PG .> S4YY +

15 5 48 1e.-'"

16 5 4~-9E-"B

ZTD < ZTE

c=-BQ + S4-' + S~PG -> S4JI +

17 5 4" ='9E-G."".

18 5. 4;.:::.E-08

19 5. 4 55."'5E-OB

B2BC '~ 4.=!0 ~ B4PQ 'i S4JJ ~

B2BC .» S4PQ > S4PP .> S4YW +

B2BB ~ S4Pi~ ~ B-'PP ~ S4Y" +
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Boundary Condition Designator: AM5

Leading hard~are unavailability cutsets due to independent failures; Hi"I =

3. "r. iE-G.

2 4. 8':,6E-G-„

4. 84. E,E-G'"..

4 1. 2 7E G.

5 1. 2; "9E-G5

6 4 4G'EE-G'

6 6. G:-:;.CE-v7

E. O'-"GE-G7

h ~1~wPa'4 4 $4r O '» $ 4PP + $ 4PQ

$ 22> + $ 4-.'O -.'i S4PP ~ $ 4PG +

==-"C» $ 4-N» SWAPO .» =4PP +

ZTA» $ 25"" + $ 4PP + $ 4PG +

~ T.~ * S=B~ ~ SsPt; ~ 4PO +

$ 4Pt'k +, 64PO -» S~PP» S4Y"

$ 4PO» S4PP ~ S4PG -» S4YW +

ZTA + S:-0":; * $ 2EC +

$ 222 + S2ZC e S~PQ + $ 4PP +

10 2. 7-'' 4F-G7
11 2. 7614E-vr

$ 4p'» R:l,pi I a < cl o'» gavv
ZTA + $ 4P»" ~ S4PP » $ 4PG -» $ 4YX +

12 5. 4>"-= 1 E-G8 ZTD + ZTE

13 5.

>.

15 5.

4~ 'S'E-G~~

4~ ~ )E-G»

4=;BSE-GS

gPIQ tl $ 4PP < S4PG » $4Ji.+
I nWP $ 4r Q» B 'PP <'4YZ +

$ 2BC » $ 4Pt'l + S4PO + $ 4JV +

5. 4 ac" E-GB $2PC y $ 4PO o B4PP» $ 4YW +

1 7 S. 2'. - QE-G>-
I

iG 5. O';:GE-vB

c~'P C

C~>TS~C

$2>el~>» B4PN .» $ 4PO ~

$ 2''lL A $ 4PP» $ 4P 6 +

19 1. 2-..='1E-08 ZTP » $2Q e S4PO -» $ 4YW +
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Boundary Condition Designator: At"8
Leading hard'-are unavailability cutsets due to independent and dependent
failures; HM =

. 1 1. 5- -~E-<.'-. tVD W v< 4, . '. 4 t<

~. S > '< 'E-< 'Z '' i 6 '.» SgP;" '» Ski 9 +

i. 9~:.wE-< <'»

1 c<"
~ ~i=-0-'!- IMC ~ %4 0 ~ S~Pc<

5 1. Sq~P ~ z S4,P(. q. S '! JT

1. 7" 'E-05 w 'rl"U

7 1. 6= '0E —:=. .A. Sqp p„

8

1.

0 4 ~ I A .» D'-'D'

C O'i-.":» S>PP "r

~ ~ ve Jw Tr< '» S '<P:-'.< S4 <'.

11 4. 01: 5E-<J6 '<~ e» S~P<g '.» S4YY +

. - ~ <„~ g~„-, -.< b< J> +

1 = ='2E-<3 7 S:-'t'C ~ 54P<:< -> S" J J +

II ~0':."': —.c-<r: 5=< C w S=.<"i'8 -> SWPQ

15 2. 0='E-':7 v~+D <~ ~ SWM< S 'tpp

16 1. 1-':='<" E-<~r <J4PQ<P - S-'PQ +

17 i. 1:.6E-<~7 D4PQQ ~ S'i P +

18 1. 1''.:.6E-<.i7 c <»PQ ~ Disap<>

7- ~E- i'= S>pp .y S.r<p(<

6. E'1''E-CG 04P

T<4PQPQ +

5. 4='1E- JE TD /TE

ZTn D4C' +
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Boundary Cond'tion Designator: pYA'S

Leading hard-are unavailability cutsets due to independent failure; H'.vI

. ,1 1. :4PQ x S4P;"-' S4PG

ZTA rt S 'P"' S4." <i

1. +-":4E-9-". ZT/. ~ S2BC +

4 S23C > "4; Q:.~ S4=P +

1. 7a ")":-0 S4PP 4 S4PG -» S4JI +

S4PQ» S4PP -» S4YZ

7 1. 6.=-'0:--<";5 S2<"1< + S4P~ w S4PG +

e ZTA .- S4Pu + S4YY

4. O'.. F-''6 : A» S4PP '-» S4Y" +

S2iC», S4..<" -» S4 <J +

1.: ..2'»: —,v7

S=2< + S2f"i<'I » S4< Q +

QC ~ S21< ~ S~PP

<D + Z<c

15 1. 9276:--vB S4PP 0 S4d j

16 1. 3".7SF-C3

17 4 ~ = <=-G~

S2t'lL» S4PP w S4YZ +

ZTA + S4YY ~ S4YZ +

4. 74 =F-<:~

S4P.Q + S4.-"G w S4g~ -» S'YY ~

S2"I!0 + S4"n -» S'PG > S4YY
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